
COVID-19 UPDATE

Following  school  closures  and  airl ine

shutdowns ,  anxiety  was  very  high .

Anxiety  was  increased  by  the  drastic  measures

taken  by  bordering  countries  such  as  Uganda

and  Kenya .

There  is  only  one  national  lab  in  Tanzania  that

conducts  COVID  testing ,  and  those  results  can

take  days  or  weeks .

Some  COVID-19  tests  submitted ,  even  for

hospital  staff ,  would  have  serious  delays .

Currently  l iving  in  Arusha ,

Dr .  Steve  Swanson  is  a  

pediatrician  and  infectious

disease /tropical  medicine  

specialist .   His  wife ,  Jodi ,  

is  a  pediatric  nurse .   They  

shared  their  experience  

with  COVID-19 .

On  Friday ,  June  26 ,  2020 ,  nearly  40  companions  from

across  the  United  States  and  Tanzania  gathered  via

Zoom  to  continue  the  discussion  around  the  impacts  of

Corona  Virus  in  Tanzania .  

Rev .  Kevin  Jacobson  welcomed  all  participants ,  and

began  the  gathering  by  reading  Galatians  5 :1  followed

by  the  poem  "Africa"  by  Nikki  Giovanni .   Kevin

encouraged  the  group  to  reflect  on  this  time  that  we

are  l iving  in ,  both  with  COVID-19  and  the  racial

injustice  that  we  have  witnessed ,  and  how  that  relates

to  our  relationship  with  Tanzania .   He  lead  the  group  in

prayer  before  introducing  the  program  as  well  as  the

multiple  panelists .

Continuing the Discussion
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Daudi Msseemmaa

When  the  virus  was  f irst  discovered ,  some  churches

took  extreme  precautions ,  including  training  of

school  and  hospital  staff ,  and  posting  l ists  of

precautions  that  should  be  taken .

Some  dioceses  stopped  church  services  altogether ,

but  most  did  not .

Many  followed  the  advice  of  the  president  and  the

need  for  faith  over  precaution .

All  dioceses  adopted  the  use  of  hand  washing

stations ,  and  some  implemented  outdoor  seating ,

shorter  worship  services ,  and  physical  distancing

Overall ,  Sunday  attendance ,  as  well  as  giving ,  are

down .

ELCT  radio  ministry  continues  to  be  widely  used  as

a  way  to  worship  and  receive  COVID-19  information .

Many  ELCT  churches ,  hospitals ,  and  schools  are  in

financial  crisis .

COVID-19  struck  at  a  time  when  many  were  facing

flooding  and  hunger ,  which  many  churches  worked

locally  to  combat .

Daudi  is  the  regional  representative  

for  the  ELCA  and  l ives  in  Arusha  with  his  

family .   He  shared  a  presentation  focusing  on  COVID-19

in  the  context  of  the  ELCT ,  the  ELCA ,  and  the  other

natural  disasters  currently  facing  Tanzania .

Many  unconventional  treatments  have  been

implemented  and  adopted  by  political  f igures ,

forcing  doctors  to  remain  quiet  as  to  not  publicly

disagree  with  the  government .There  is  a  stigma

around  the  use  of  face  masks  in  public ,  especially

in  churches .

There  are  high  levels  of  cases  along  the  borders ,

suggesting  that  there  may  be  more  cases  in  the

country  than  we  are  aware  of .

Many  people  are  asymptomatic  due  to  the  number

of  young  people  in  the  population .

While  people  are  beginning  to  return  to  hospitals ,

revenue  from  elective  procedures  has  decreased

significantly .

There  is  an  ongoing  need  for  PPE ,  but  those

producing  homemade  masks  and  gowns  are  now

required  to  gain  government  approval .

Funds  to  obtain  hand  sanitizer ,  gloves ,  and  oxygen

concentrators  will  continue  to  be  essential .

Health  care  professionals  are  essentially  operating

in  the  dark  with  no  way  to  know  i f  those  they  treat

are  really  infected .

Marty Malley
NEBRASKA  SYNOD

Prayer has been a 

Communication has been healthy

and broad.

Funding for PPE and for school

salaries has been sent after

fundamental and mutual gift

between us and our companions.

      a request from the diocese

Companions living in 

Communication has increased

exponentially, but not about COVID

Sustainable funding has shifted to

emergent needs such as PPE for

hospitals, salaries for schools and

pastors, and food for those in need.

rural areas suffering from 

flooding and famine. 

     

Companion diocese 

Funds to purchase hand sanitizer,

masks, and food have been sent directly

to the diocese.

includes Kilimanjaro, 

where tourism has decreased greatly.

Iringa companion diocese 

Advanced scholarship payments have

been made to provide salary

assistance.

Prayer and communication have

increased and are enhanced by

shared placement, April Trout, who is

currently in Iringa.

has expressed very little need, but are

very concerned for their U.S.

companions.

Heidi  Cryer
NW  INTER-

MOUNTAIN  SYNOD

Kathy Chatelaine
SE  MN  SYNOD

Peter Harrits
ST .  PAUL  AREA

SYNOD

Robin McCants
SE  MICHIGAN  SYNOD

Companion diocese has 

Communication continues, but no

requests for special funding related to

COVID-19 have been made.

offered prayers for their U.S. partners.

SWANSONS  CONTINUED COMPANION SYNOD
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COVID-19  has  not  yet  had  the  medical

impact  we  anticipated .   Rather ,  the

economic  impact  is  what  our  companions

are  experiencing  from  day  to  day .

The  political  climate  influences  how  our

companion  dioceses  are  responding  to  the

virus  and  how  they  communicate  their

needs  with  us .

Our  companions '  hospitals ,  schools  and

churches  have  been  f inancially  affected

and  will  continue  to  need  our  support  to

meet  basic  needs .

We  also  need  to  consider  the  impact  that

COVID-19  is  having  on  our  synods ,  and  how

that  may  affect  our  understanding  of

accompaniment .

Dr .  Mark  Jacobson  ended  the  discussion  with

some  common  themes  he  observed .

"A positive
development is  that

we could see a
decrease in

transmission of  other
infectious diseases

because so many
people are taking

hygiene more
seriously" 

Jodi Swanson

A  Twitter  poll  by  a  prominent  East

African  journalist  suggests  most  East

Africans  consider  COVID-19  the  least

concerning  threat  when  compared  to

floods  and  locusts .The  health  threats  of

COVID-19  are  seen  as  secondary

compared  to  the  economic  and

environmental  aspects  of  the  virus .

The  economic  effects  of  COVID-19  could

last  years ,  sending  hundreds  of

thousands  into  poverty ,  including  those

who  have  worked  their  way  into  the

middle  class .

ELCT  members  are  also  losing  income

due  to  lack  of  tourism ,  as  well  as  the

decrease  in  funds  coming  from  dioceses .

The  dioceses  across  Tanzania  have

varying  capacities  to  address  the  issues

they  are  facing ,  so  when  looking  at  a

path  forward ,  the  ELCT  is  focusing  on

equity .

Daudi  closed  by  reminding  companions ,

"There  is  a  natural  resource  that  is  in

abundance  in  Tanzania .   It 's  hope . "  and  he

continues  to  remain  hopeful  in  the  ways  this

virus  will  strengthen  our  companionship .

Contribution to ACT

global appeal ($1,000,000

ecumenical COVID-19

response lead by ELCT).

kevin . jacobson@elca .org

david .msseemmaa@elca .org

mjacobsontz@gmail .com

benyam .kassahun@elca .org

ELCA GM GRANTS IN
TANZANIA

To SE diocese for

Lindi flood relief.

To ELCT for flood

relief in five dioceses.

MSSEEMMAA  CONTINUED

End-of-life care and training for
families

Livelihoods, WASH, and trauma care
with refugees and host communities

EQ development, resilience for
families during the coming recovery

Mwangaza Community Health

Training for medical staff

ELCT Palliative Care

ELCT Primary Health Workers

TCRS

In Closing

LUTHERAN DISASTER 
RESPONSE IN TANZANIA

Want more info?


